
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an assurance senior manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for assurance senior manager

Lead and direct the implementation of the BRC Global Standard for Food
Safety to insure annual certification by all Del Monte facilities as required by
various retail, private label and foodservice customers, by providing
guidance, oversight, and training, and by developing model programs as
needed
Schedule and attend Annual Quality Reviews at all facilities, establishing the
format and content of these reviews, identifying plant-specific quality issues
to be addressed, insuring these meetings meet requirements of BRC and DM
Quality Systems and that action plans are developed to address food safety,
quality and regulatory issues
Insure facilities develop effective Action Plans to close gaps on all Internal
and 3rd Party audits, submitting them within the required timeframes, and
executing these plans accordingly
Provide timely and effective support to QA Mgr's at all facilities through
frequent communication, training and decision-making assistance
Insure that quality, food safety and regulatory issues and non-conformances
receive prompt attention and appropriate resolution, interacting with
regulatory bodies as required
Provide review, disposition and follow-up on Quality Alerts and Corporate
Quality Holds to insure appropriate and effective action, and utilize the Brye
Tracing Report (BPCS) and SAP to determine product inventory positions
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implementation and to assess challenges and needs
Promote continuous improvement and communication of quality and food
safety issues to Fruit & Tomato operations management, by participation on
Fruit & Tomato Op's team meetings, acting as the QA point person and
participating on specially chartered improvement teams
Provide support to facilities in consumer complaint reduction, by
investigating complaints, reviewing exhibits, analyzing trends, and providing
field support to the Consumer Affairs and Club Store Sales groups
Develop commissioning plans for new equipment and processes, serve on
commissioning teams, and provide on-site assistance for plant start-ups and
new product launches

Qualifications for assurance senior manager

Able to conduct security risk assessment of application system
Able to assess software vulnerabilities with recommended remediation
Experience with using source code review tools, such as Fortify SCA
Ability to read and write secure code for common programming, scripting,
and markup languages, including Java, C#, ASP .NET, PL/SQL, T/SQL, PHP,
C++, or JavaScript
Have exposure to other compliance audits such as PCI, SOX, mostly related
to security part
Working knowledge of cGMP, QSR and ISO regulations/standards relating to
IVD instrumentation - in particular, CAPA and complaint handling within a
regulated environment


